Agenda (DAY ONE)

Sounding Rocket Working Group Meeting

10 July 2019

NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center
Building 21, Room 183 A/B

9:00 A.M. Review of Agenda and Introduction of New Members Pfaff
9:05 Welcome Clampin
9:10 NASA HQ Program and Heliophysics Update Moses
9:40 NASA HQ Astrophysics Update Hams
9:50 Sounding Rocket Program Office Update Rosanova
10:10 NSROC Program Update Schafer
10:20 February 2019 SRWG Meeting Findings SRPO/NSROC

10:45 BREAK

11:00 Norway Grand Challenge Cusp -- Campaign Update Rowland
11:20 Australia Campaign Bissett
11:40 Solar Campaign Winebarger/Glesener
11:55 Grand Challenge Mesosphere Rowland/Empson

12:15 P.M. LUNCH

1:00 Range Status (Norway, Kwaj, Poker, Peru, WFF, WSMR) SRPO
1:45 Rocket Motors and Vehicles Brodell/Cranor
2:15 Technology Update Yacobucci/Cranor
2:45 Tern Status Cranor

3:00 BREAK

3:15 Executive Session (incl. recommendations) SRWG

5:00 ADJOURN
Agenda (DAY TWO)

Sounding Rocket Working Group Meeting

11 July 2019
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center
Building 21, Room 183A (TBC)

9:00 AM Continued Discussion of Outstanding Items SRWG
10:00 AM SRWG Discussion with SRPO Chief SRWG/Rosanova
11:00 AM Action Items, Writing assignments and Summary SRWG

12:30 SRWG ADJOINS

1:00 to 4:00 PM Informal Splinter Meetings and Discussions SRWG